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While Jessica sleeps off her fateful night
with Lance and Don, the two werewolves
have some time to kill, and they use it to
reminisce about the first time they met
someone important to them.They share
everything, including food, women, and
each other, and this morning is no
different.------EXCERPT:While
Rachel
was considering this, and the ramifications
it held for her worldview, the two men
finished their coffee, the talk died down,
and both men sat back in their seats, staring
at each other. Rachel thought theyd begin
fighting again at any moment, and she was
correct. Both of them snarled at each other
and jumped up, one tackling the other so
quickly Rachel couldnt tell who made the
first move. They were soon a tangle of
limbs, much like you see in cartoons when
characters fight. When they temporarily
slowed every minute or so, Rachel could
see the wounds theyd inflicted during their
previous engagement had reopened, but
neither man paid attention.Their rolling
around took a turn as Blond rolled away
from Brown, and Rachel watched as the
transformation process shed witnessed
earlier happened again, this time in reverse.
The mans body, normally relatively
hairless, grew fur all over, his torso
shortened, and his facial features elongated
till soon she was again looking at the figure
of a wolf, which howled before diving once
again toward Brown. Brown narrowly
rolled out of the way as the wolf landed
where hed just been, and responded by
snarling himself. To Rachels additional
surprise, he began to change as well, in
much the same way as Blond, till instead of
two naked men biting and fighting in front
of her, she was watching two wolves go at
it just as ferociously.Soon the wolf thatd
been Blond had Brown in his jaw, and
Brown went limp, and transformed back,
looking at Blonds wolf eyes intently. Blond
let the naked Brown go and transformed
himself, face just in front of Browns. The
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two looked at each other, Blond on top,
Brown on the bottom. Blond leaned his
head downward and the two kissed. To
Rachel, it was a beautiful image; two men
whod just finished attacking each other,
now in a passionate and dominant embrace.
Both of them were clearly turned on by
their activity, and Rachel could clearly see
their hard cocks in the firelight.As they
continued kissing, Blond and Brown
realigned their bodies and began feeling
each other up all over, each running their
arms up and down the others body. It was
quick, ferocious, and with all the open
wounds Rachel could see, looked painful.
In fact, she noticed each of them wince
more than once when the other ran his
powerful hands over a fresh cut. She could
hear the sounds they made as they
pleasured each other, and practically feel
the heat coming off them. Blond had one
arm around Browns head, pushing him
down toward Blonds crotch. Brown looked
Blond in the eyes and moved down,
obediently, kissing Blonds chest all the
way down, as Blond leaned his head back,
eyes closed. Now faced with Blonds hard
cock, Brown opened wide and took it into
his mouth all at once, raising his hand up to
assist him in sucking on it. Blond howled
with
pleasure
at
Browns
expert
attention.------WARNING: This 3000+
word paranormal erotic short story contains
graphic consensual oral and anal sex
between two male werewolves in human
form while a human woman watches
them.NOTE: This story is a standalone
sequel to Taken By Wolves also by Stella
Hayne.
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